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Beginnings of the
Center for Irish
Music
by Siobhán Dugan
This year marks the tenth
anniversary of the Center for Irish
Music (CIM), that most precious
gem in our cultural community.
We explore the earliest days with
founders Kate and Jode Dowling
and honor their gift to the
future.

Visionary
“It takes a really special kind of
person to be a founder,” notes
Norah Rendell the head of the
Center for Irish Music, "Leading
At Left, a young Kate Ward (later Dowling)
it once it's on its feet and has
prepares for dance competition
some momentum is something
else, but to have the vision, the faith to start something out of
nothing -- that's amazing!"
That amazing person is, of course, Kate Dowling who, along with
husband Jode, founded the Center for Irish Music 10 years ago this
year. To hear Kate tell it, it was a natural, even logical track, for
her to blaze.

A Tale of Two Cities
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Irish music and dance was all around her as a child growing up in
Siobhán Dugan, Editor
Chicago’s Irish cultural community. The parish church in her
neighborhood acted as a cultural center to the community where she
grew up, the North side of Chicago. Irish music and dance was “just
there,” taught in the chapel hall underneath the church. Kate took
lessons in both music and dance and her instrument of choice was the tin whistle. Over time the

dance school grew and got its own space. Kate followed and was involved in step-dancing to the
championship level, traveling for feiseanna. She would also participate in the music competitions on
the whistle. When céilí dances were held back home, Kate would sit on the edge of the stage where
the musicians played, her legs dangling over, listening for tunes she knew how to play and learning
more in between dancing herself.
The options for adult step dancers were very few in those pre-Riverdance days, thus Kate turned her
full attention to the music after the age of 17.
Little known is that Jode also pursued dance as well as music! OK, kind of. He grew up in Milwaukee,
the son of Irish immigrants who were proud of their heritage and actively engaged preserving and
sharing it. His father was president of the Shamrock Club. Jode's sisters danced; Jode’s mother was
adamant that her son dance, too. To avoid him digging in his heels about it, she told him she would
pay him 50¢ for each lesson he went to. The first week she paid up crisply, the second week she
promised “…next time.” By the third lesson, Jode sensed no more shiny cash would be forthcoming.
Given that he was the only boy in the class and the teacher’s method was very …hands-on, it was just
altogether too awkward for him. So his mother's hope that he would get infected with love of the
dance proved vain, but the music, and particularly playing music for dance, became a lifelong
pursuit. Indeed, all the children in his family were given music lessons, the girls on piano and the boys
on violin.
The early violin lessons provided a foundation and Irish music the motivation to keep playing. But
most of his Irish tunes he learned from books and some from recordings. Most of the Irish instrumental
music around at the time was bland, simple versions of dance tunes to be played at céilís. After a
while, older brother Martin (who this year published a book Traditional Music and Irish Society)
started to bring home better, more traditional recordings. Musicians who were friends or members of
the family would also give a casual lesson here and there on visits, but it was a bit of a hit or miss
learning situation. Milwaukee Irish Fest began to bring in Irish musicians like Matt Malloy and Sean
Keane, and between volunteering with the rest of the Dowling family, Jode got an annual dose of new
tunes. It was a habit he maintained after moving to Minnesota 1989, getting a day job and playing
with a Minnesota Music Award-winning band called the Clumsy Lovers, among other line ups.

A Duo is Formed
Hence it was that one fine summer’s eve just
over 20 years ago, Kate and Jode met at a session
following the Irish Fair Summer School. Kate,
then 18, was performing at Milwaukee Irish Fest
with a youthful group called Baltiorum and Jode
was sopping up as much music as he could, so
naturally both attended the nighttime Irish music
sessions that were the custom. “All the musicians
would get together at night at an Italian joint
called Baudalinos,” she recalls, “and we’d play
music all night. I knew of Jode’s brother and
sister-in law, Martin and Christine; they were
fine musicians and they were there. I was kind of
sitting off to the side, very honored to be playing

with them. Suddenly the door opens, the smoke parts (‘cause of course people were still smoking in
those days) and in walks this guy with a bright yellow shirt -- and a fiddle case! I said ‘Who is that!?!’”
Jode certainly noticed the lovely young woman with a whistle and a passion for the tradition, and
claims it was he who took the step to chat her up during a break. Neither remembers what they
talked about and I’m left imagining a trad musician guy- meets-girl scene, with opening lines like,
“Heckuva reel/strathspey/jig/hornpipe, that last one, eh?,” being more likely than, “…Do you come
here often?” Soon thereafter the traffic between the Twin Cities and Chicago increased. A typical visit
would be Kate taking the train up to the Twin Cities, Jode there to meet her at the station, and then
straightways the two of them off to a session at the nearby Irish Well, a pub then under the
management of John Dingley and located very close to where the Center for Irish Music stands today.
A strong mutual interest and care began, one that is palpable in the deeply affectionate banter and
laughter between them today.
The bond was tried over the next several years by distance as Kate went to college and grad school
where she completed a master’s degree in German (her other ethnic background) and started a PhD in
German in Indiana and in Germany respectively. Jode spent time abroad in Ireland for the music and
in Japan for his work as a technical writer. In time they married, worked day jobs and played together
in bands --Field Day, the Doon Ceili Band among others -- and as a duo.

Handing Down the Tradition
There were very few young people playing Irish music at the time in the Twin Cities and while some
trad musicians were teaching out of their homes, the link in the tradition looked fragile. "Where are
the young kids? This is kinda sad,” Jode remembers thinking. Over time, as the Dowlings had children
themselves, this concerned them more. What would be the opportunities for their sons, Martin and
Fergal, to be a part of an Irish musical community? Would it be episodic and fragmented, or
something more whole than that? How could the old and young be brought together, veteran players
and learners, with the music being an integral part of building community between families and
individuals? s Kate and Jode talked about it, it seemed like time was ripe to do something about this,
to try out an idea they had been talking about: establishing a school for Irish music in the Twin Cities.
“There were lots of schools of Irish dance here already,” Kate recalls, "so I knew there were young
people interested in Irish stuff,
families interested in doing it. I
said, ‘You know, it would be so
great to get the music school
going here in St. Paul, to get
young people playing together,
to give them this beautiful
life’... because it is a beautiful
life! What I just so love about
it is that it is so much fun to
meet people and play
together, then you don't even
have to know them, there is an
instant bond; even if you don't
speak the same language, you
can play the same tune
Early CIM youth ensemble performing at the Irish Fair of Minnesota

together (which we had done a lot around the world). And I thought ‘Oh, we’ve got to do this!!’” At
that time, son Fergal was nine months old, the day job Kate had didn't make sense financially and
everything together seem to say “Now. Now is the time. Let’s do this.”
Coincidentally, Joe Sullivan, the owner of The East Metro Music Academy where friend and fellow Irish
musician Sean Egan gave lessons, started talking to Sean about getting more students, amplifying the
audience. Sean mentioned this couple he knew who were interested in starting an Irish music school
and suggested maybe the three of them get together and talk. This spurred
Kate and Jode to get down to brass tacks, really think about their vision and
create a specific, written proposal that Sullivan could react to. So they met
See the
and talked about it and exchanged ideas on how it might work. But Kate and
Dowlings:
Jode thought the location of the school so far East in the metro would have
trouble attracting students from the broader Twin Cities.
 Kate Dowling will be a
featured artist at the
Center for Irish
“Then, just days later, Susanna Gibbons called us and said, ‘Hey, I'm going
Music’s 2014
to a fundraiser tonight and it's at the St. Paul Conservatory of Music. And
Minnesota Irish
they're interested in expanding their horizons. Wanna come?’ So I got
Musicians Weekend
ready… brushed my hair out and prepared to go into this… black-tie thing
June 13-15th 2014
and be ready to talk," laughs Kate. “Soon Irish music classes were being
held the St. Paul Conservatory of Music; tin whistle and fiddle. We asked
Mag McDermott and Sean Egan to teach there as part of this. We started to
do adult ensemble--we had adult students even back then, but our focus
was strongly on the kids, on handing down the tradition. We did outreach to
kids, started ‘Singing Sweeties’ classes, a Youth Ensemble….we spent a lot
of time building up their vision about what they could do in the future,
 See the HiBs (Kate
and Jode Dowling
getting them opportunities to perform. When Eileen Ivers came to the
along with Patsy
Ordway, we called her up and when Cherish the ladies came to play at
O’Brien) performing
Orchestra Hall, the High Kings played at the Fitzgerald, we got the kids to
as headliners at the
be able to play in the lobby before, sometimes getting called up to play on
Irish Fair of Minnesota
the stage, and meeting the artists as well. Those were some things we did
August 7th-10th :
to bring a tangible connection, to see where your music can bring you. The
possibility and fun… It was good for the kids, and improved the visibility of
“Love for Irish music, for
the school in the community in short order.”
rhythmically inspiring
music, is what shapes the
Center for Irish Music is Born
HiBs sound.”
“Pretty quickly we outgrew the space and scheduling constraints for it at
the Conservatory,” Jode recalls, “It gave us a great big start and we
achieved what we wanted. We were able to build a community and a
reputation without the kind of capital outlay a stand-alone school from
scratch would have required. A really important part of what we had to do
was to encourage other people to join us. So at that point [the discussion
with potential teachers] had to be: ‘Why come and work at a school when
we can work out of our homes?’” Kate continues the thought: “The answer
was the community--- the future we could build here, and the community.”
To take the next step towards an independent Center for Irish Music, Kate
and Jode knew they would need to incorporate as a non-profit and find a

board to do that. On the first board were Susan Gibbons, Natalie O’Shea, Maeve O’Mara and Fintan
Moore.
According to Kate, “Building on the philosophy of having the kids open for established artists led to
the model of the Young Irish Musicians (YIM) (now the Minnesota Irish Music) weekend where
established artists taught and interacted with the kids. The artists that first year were Fintan Vallely,
Tommy Martin, James Kelly, Dáithí Sproule and Paddy O’Brien. YIM was a conscious step to get more
national recognition for the school and a big step toward securing more funding from arts
organizations. Things were beginning to roll. Individuals like Kieran Folliard, Tim Fitzgerald, the
Gibbons, Maeve and Liam from Irish on Grand and so many families were hugely supportive of what we
were doing and helped us out.”

Center for Irish Music students and teachers, including Kate and Jode, at a fundraiser for the school

Kate continues, “Now when I look at the Center for Irish Music today, I see the kids performing …hear
that they are going to be at the Fleadh again this May --they’re phenomenal! I turned to Jode at the
Eigse and said “We did it!”
Indeed they did. CIM continues to grow and thrive in its home at the Celtic Junction. There are now
more than 300 students and nearly a score of instructors offering lessons in a wide variety of
instruments and in voice, forming accomplished young Irish musicians and building community.

The future is bright!

An Avid Beginner Talks Sean Nós Dance
By Teresa McCormick

A Style Personal and Spontaneous
In the old days, neighbors in the Irish countryside gathered around at the end of a day to share stories
and music and often a dancer would be moved to tap his feet, be lifted onto the top of a wooden barrel
and in the tiniest of steps (in order to stay on the round barrel top) begin a series of percussive taps and
stamps that became the interpretive rhythm, the drumming sound, of the music itself. Very impromptu,
and each different according to their taste. An old wooden half-door also served the purpose and so was
often taken off its hinges and placed on the floor so that the small, low-to-the-ground steps could easily
be heard coming from their hard, leather-soled shoes. They also were found to dance on wooden tables
or even on the top of a stool, their skill shown by how well they could produce the various steps within
the narrow confines of the dance surface. They used to say, 'A good dancer could dance on a silver tray,
and a really excellent dancer could dance on a sixpence.'
There are several forms of Irish dancing 1) Stepdance, high stepping, formal and competitive and
performance-oriented, it has become widely popular and more ornate since Michael Flatley’s
Riverdance burst onto the scene, 2) Céili dance, a social form of fun and fellowship, very easy to learn
with a follow-the-leader pattern (Bonfire, Haymakers Jig, Fairy Reel, etc), 3) Set dance, danced four
couples to a square, weaving through intricate patterns and maneuvers, like American square dancing,
often faster-paced than Céili's, and 4) Brush or Broom dance, which is a specialized form.

Clattery Battering Musicality
And then there is Sean nós, is the lesser known of
traditional Irish dances. Sean nós in Irish Gaelic means
"old style", and is the term is now applied to this dance
form, as well as to a traditional form of solo
unaccompanied singing. Often attributed to the
Connemara region of Ireland, it is known to have existed
in other regions as well, each with its own style and each
evolving over time just a little bit differently. This dance
is more a freeform, solo dance which is highly
improvisational, percussive, rhythmic and low to the
ground. There is wonderful clattery footwork called
"battering". Sean-nós dancers freely swing their arms and
hips, as they interpret and accompany the music; that is
the vital element, the relationship between the dancer and
the music.

Emma O' Sullivan sean nós dancing in Connemara

Because it is highly improvisational and spontaneous, it is uncommon to see groups of dancers
performing synchronized, choreographed steps. Instead, the dancers may dance in turns, playing off the
energy of the other. One sean nós dancer may stomp louder on the accented beat of the music and
perform “battering steps" following the music very closely. The next in turn may move with the natural
rhythm of the dance and incorporate large arm movements. No need for pre-arranged routines or for
orchestrated choreography! No fancy shoes or garb needed, either: it is danced with any available
street shoe that is to the liking of the individual dancer and that is capable of percussive sound and
whatever clothes you happen to have on!

As Irish people emigrated to other lands, they took their cultural traditions with them. Many theorize
that sean nós dancing was the forerunner to other forms of traditional solo dance and likely influenced
the development flatfooting, buck dancing, clogging, tap dancing and other percussive dance forms
found across America and Canada.

Stepping into Sean Nós
Sean nós dance, me? I am still such a novice! Tapping here and there, loving the sounds, the percussion,
the improvisation, the battering. Loud, soft, lift, tip. Being rather forgetful of routines and fairly
creative in making up my own, I cherish the fact that this is a traditional dance with no predefined step
sequences. Spontaneous expression is highly valued. Personal style is highly valued. Geeze. Just right
for me! And it is usually danced solo – although our performances with
Karen Cieminski are a happy mixture of choreographed steps for the
whole group, interspersed with some excellent solo moments by more
experienced dancers. Karen Cieminski, our local guru of the Sean-nós
form of dance has been providing sean nós instruction here in the Twin
Cities. She is pure joy to watch: With good traditional Irish music playing,
her feet batter in loose shuffles, taps, hops, and rocks, both complicated
and percussive - also effortless, graceful and understated. Her body is
relaxed and straight with arms swinging slightly at her sides. Karen has studied with the best and has
danced solo, choreographed groups and held dance events. It didn’t always come easily to her and she
admits to having to practice, but she has always loved the rewarding and exhilarating feeling of
stepping out and of learning new steps.
Betsy, a third-year sean nós dance student says, “In the past
couple of years, watching Karen dance, I saw the beauty in it,
the subtle beauty. Before, I think I didn’t have the maturity to
appreciate it. I loved the BIG flashy stepdance. Now that I see
the low stepping and hear the percussion, I can appreciate its
complexity and beauty.” Betsy has danced Irish Step, Set and
Céili since 1988. She continued, “For me, it is a celebration of
my culture. I remember my mom saying my grandfather was
quite good at it. He was known for his steps.”
In summary, sean nós dance is perhaps the most liberated and
unregimented form of traditional Irish dance, but regardless of
how each forms evolved over the centuries, similarities are
undeniable, and historic Celtic culture has been preserved and
enjoyed across the globe. If you want to try it out yourself,
Karen offers lessons for beginners and advanced students at
11am on Saturdays at the Celtic Junction and advanced students
only on Tuesday evenings. Feel free to email her if you are
interested or via Loma Mor Irish Dance Club.
Diving into a workshop with Brían Ó hAirt (at right) at the
Center for Irish Music’s Minnesota Irish Music Weekend June
13th -15th is another great way to explore this dance form.

The Written Word
Some years ago I went to Brest to study French for fun. I chose Brittany because I was intrigued by the presence of a
living Celtic language and culture there, the Breton people being the descendants of Celts related to today’s Welsh
who, novelly, moved eastward from Britain; the flow amplified at the time of the Anglo Saxon invasion. Arriving at
night on my journey, next morning I awoke and found a St Brigid’s cross above the door. The family I stayed with
were native speakers of Breizh/Breton, the Celtic language still spoken there by some. And that small town had
more Irish pubs than Paris itself, I swear! This because of the affinity felt there with the rest of the Celtic world. In
Brest I was introduced to the poetry of Guillevic. He was born in Carnac, Brittany. While not a native Breton speaker
(he wrote in French), he felt a strong connection for that land, studded with menhir and bound by the sea, and
refers to it again and again in his sparsely written poetry . Quoted as saying there can be "no poetry without
sacredness“, he was also a political being, a leftist; one of his poems is “Big Business”, and it’s not a paean.
In strong contrast, über -lushly-writing poet Dylan Thomas made a point of saying there was nothing of Welshness
in his poetry, and his interests tended toward alcoholic self-destruction.

From ‘Amulets’
By Eugène Guillevic
Translation by Denise Levertov

The saw goes into the wood,
the wood splits,
and it’s the saw
that screams
*
the little trout,
slim as a pen knife
can’t find its rock in the great brook.
*
All the crustaceans
who have so many names
so many forms and
colors
don’t know there is an ocean.

The Force That Through the Green Fuse Drives the
Flower
by Dylan Thomas

The force that through the green fuse drives the flower
Drives my green age; that blasts the roots of trees
Is my destroyer.
And I am dumb to tell the crooked rose
My youth is bent by the same wintry fever.
The force that drives the water through the rocks
Drives my red blood; that dries the mouthing streams
Turns mine to wax.
And I am dumb to mouth unto my veins
How at the mountain spring the same mouth sucks.
The hand that whirls the water in the pool
Stirs the quicksand; that ropes the blowing wind
Hauls my shroud sail.
And I am dumb to tell the hanging man
How of my clay is made the hangman's lime.
The lips of time leech to the fountain head;
Love drips and gathers, but the fallen blood
Shall calm her sores.
And I am dumb to tell a weather's wind
How time has ticked a heaven round the stars.
And I am dumb to tell the lover's tomb
How at my sheet goes the same crooked worm.

Hazelnut Gâteau Breton
In a nod to our Celtic cousins in the northwest corner of France, a rich recipe from Brittany.

thicker, about 2 minutes (do not use
electric mixer).
Whisk in hazelnut mixture. Gradually whisk
in melted butter. Sift flour over batter; stir
just until blended (batter will be thick; do
not overmix or cake may be tough).
Transfer batter to prepared pan; smooth
top with offset spatula (layer will be thin).
Brush top generously with egg glaze. Using
back of tines of fork, deeply mark crisscross
pattern atop cake, marking 3 times across
in 1 direction and 3 times in opposite
direction.

Ingredients:
1 1/4 cups vanilla sugar , divided
1/2 cup hazelnuts, lightly toasted, husked
6 large egg yolks (preferably organic)
1 cup (2 sticks) salted butter, melted
2 cups unbleached all purpose flour
1 large egg yolk beaten with 2 teaspoons
water (for glaze)

Bake cake until deep golden on top and
tester inserted into center comes out clean,
about 1 hour.
Cool in pan on rack 15 minutes, then
remove pan sides and cool cake completely.
DO AHEAD Can be made 1 day ahead. Wrap
in foil and store at room temperature.
Cut cake into wedges and serve with whole
strawberries or with warm strawberry jam.

Whole strawberries with stems attached or
warm strawberry jam

Process:
Position rack in center of oven and preheat
to 325°F.

Enjoy!

Butter and flour 9-inch-diameter pan.
Combine 2 tablespoons vanilla sugar and
hazelnuts in processor; blend until nuts are
finely ground but not pasty.
Combine 6 egg yolks and remaining 1 cup
plus 2 tablespoons vanilla sugar in large
bowl; whisk until well blended and slightly

More Breton recipes are available on the
website Epicurious

